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New Titles Spring/Summer 2018
this season’s highlights

Aboriginal Peoples and
the Law

Remote Freedoms

April 2018 224pp
9780774880213 PB £25.99
UBC Press

July 2018 320pp
9781503606470 PB £23.99
9781503605107 HB £72.00
Stanford Studies in Human Rights
Stanford University Press

A Critical Introduction
JAMES REYNOLDS

As part of the process of healing
and reparation, the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission urged
a better understanding of Aboriginal law for all Canadians. This
book responds to that call, outlining significant legal developments
in straightforward, non-technical
language. Reynolds provides the
historical context needed to understand the relationship between
Indigenous peoples and settlers
and explains key topics such as
sovereignty, treaties, fiduciary duties, the honour of the Crown,
Aboriginal rights and title, the
duty to consult, Indigenous laws,
and international declarations. He
concludes that rather than leaving
the judiciary to sort out essentially
political issues, politicians need to
take responsibility for this crucial
aspect of building a just society.

Politics, Personhood, and Human
Rights in Aboriginal Central Australia
SARAH E. HOLCOMBE

Explores the contradictions and
tensions of localized human rights
work in far-flung indigenous communities. Based on four years of intensive fieldwork with the Anangu
of Central Australia, this book investigates how universal human
rights are understood, practiced,
negotiated, and challenged in concert and in conflict with indigenous
rights. Holcombe reveals how, in
the post-colonial Australian context, human rights are doubleedged: they enforce assimilation
to a neoliberal social order at the
same time that they empower and
enfranchise the Indigenous citizen
as a political actor. The book writes
Australia's Indigenous peoples into
the international debate on localizing rights in multicultural terms.

Speaking of Indigenous
Politics

Conversations with Activists, Scholars,
and Tribal Leaders
EDITED BY J. KEHAULANI KAUANUI
FOREWORD BY ROBERT WARRIOR
June 2018 424pp
9781517904784 PB £20.99
9781517904777 HB £83.00
Indigenous Americas
University of Minnesota Press

Many people learn about Indigenous politics only through the
most controversial and confrontational news: the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe’s efforts to block the
Dakota Access Pipeline, for instance. J. Kehaulani Kauanui set
out to change that with her radio
program Indigenous Politics. Issue
by issue, she interviewed people
who talked candidly and in an engaging way about how settler
colonialism depends on erasing
Native peoples and about how Native peoples resist. Collected here,
these conversations speak with
clear and compelling voices about
a range of Indigenous politics that
shape everyday life.

We Are Dancing for You

Native Feminisms and the
Revitalization of Women’s
Coming-of-Age Ceremonies
CUTCHA RISLING BALDY

May 2018 216pp
9780295743448 PB £23.99
9780295743431 HB £72.00
Indigenous Confluences
University of Washington Press

This title is Baldy’s deeply personal
account of the revitalization of the
women’s coming-of-age ceremony
for the Hoopa Valley Tribe. At the
end of the twentieth century, the
tribe’s Flower Dance had not been
fully practiced for decades. The
women of the tribe, recognizing
the critical importance of the
tradition, undertook its
revitalization using the memories
of elders and details found in
museum archives, anthropological
records, and oral histories. Baldy
brings us the voices of people
transformed by cultural
revitalization, including the
accounts of young women who
have participated in the Flower
Dance.

Distribution via Marston Book Services* Call: +44 (0)1235 465500 Email: trade.orders@marston.co.uk
Order direct from CAP online: www.combinedacademic.co.uk
*From April 1st 2018 University of Minnesota Press will move distribution from NBN International to Marston**
From March 1st 2018 Cornell University Press will move distribution from NBN International to Marston**
(Before these dates you can continue to order from NBN. Call: +44 (0)1752 202301 Email: orders@nbninternational.com)
**All recorded dues for University of Minnesota Press and Cornell University Press will be transferred from NBN to Marston after handover dates.

All My Relatives

Exploring Lakota Ontology, Belief, and
Ritual
DAVID C. POSTHUMUS

July 2018 294pp
7 illus., 3 maps, index
9780803299948 HB £44.00
New Visions in Native American
and Indigenous Studies
University of Nebraska Press

Offers the a revisionist history of
the Lakotas’ religion and culture.
He applies key insights from the
“ontological turn,” particularly the
dual notions of interiority and
physicality, and an extended
notion of personhood, including
both humans and nonhumans.

Dynamics of Difference in
Australia
Indigenous Past and Present in a
Settler Country
FRANCESCA MERLAN

May 2018 336pp
7 illus.
9780812250008 HB £48.00
University of Pennsylvania Press

Examines relations between
indigenous and nonindigenous
people from the events of early
exploration to the present day.
Merlan frames her book within the
current debate in Australian society concerning the constitutional
recognition of indigenous people
by the nation-state.

Before Yellowstone

Native American Archaeology in the
National Park
DOUGLAS H. MACDONALD
January 2018 240pp
125 color illus., 7 maps
9780295742205 PB £23.99
University of Washington Press

Since 1872, visitors have flocked to
Yellowstone. Yet archaeological
research shows that the wild
landscape has a long history of
human presence. Native American
people have hunted bison and
gathered here for at least 11,000
years, and twenty-six tribes claim
cultural association with
Yellowstone.

Illicit Love

Interracial Sex and Marriage in the
United States and Australia
ANN MCGRATH
March 2018 540pp
49 photos, 21 illus., 9 maps
9781496203847 NIP £27.99
Borderlands and Transcultural
Studies
University of Nebraska Press

A history of love, sex, and marriage
between Indigenous peoples and
settler citizens at the heart of two
settler colonial nations. Illuminates
interracial relationships from the
late eighteenth to the early twentieth century through stories of
romance, courtship, and marriage.

Declared Defective

Native Americans, Eugenics, and the
Myth of Nam Hollow
ROBERT JARVENPA
May 2018 246pp
9 photos, 1 illustration, 3 maps, 2
tables, 8 charts
9781496202000 HB £48.00
Critical Studies in the History of
Anthropology
University of Nebraska Press

An anthropological history of an
outcast community and a critical
reevaluation of The Nam Family,
from 1912 by Estabrook and
Davenport, leaders of the early
eugenics movement.

Indigenous Nationals,
Canadian Citizens

From First Contact to Canada 150 and
Beyond
THOMAS J. COURCHENE
March 2018 240pp
9781553394525 PB £28.99
Queen’s Policy Studies - Institute
of Intergovernmental Relations
McGill-Queen's University Press

Offers a new paradigm for the relationship of Indigienous peoples
with the settler societies in
Canada. Contextualises the Indigenous nationals/Canadian citizens model, and argues for a new
application of this model to all of
the First Nations in Saskatchewan.

Dictionary of the Ponca
People
LOUIS HEADMAN
EDITED BY SEAN P. O'NEILL

June 2018 426pp
Diacritical marks. No index
9781496204356 HB £52.00
University of Nebraska Press

Presents approximately five
thousand words and definitions
used by Ponca speakers from the
late nineteenth century to the
present. Until recently, the Ponca
language had been passed down
solely as an oral tradition in which
children learned the language by
listening to their elders.

Intercultural Deliberation
and the Politics of Minority
Rights
RUTH LOWE-WALKER

January 2018 198pp
9780774832847 HB £60.00
UBC Press

A unique contribution to the
literature on minority rights, this
book examines the role of cultural
difference in minority rights claims,
building a case for inclusive
political deliberation in liberal
democracies.

Irrigation, Timber, and
Hydropower

Negotiating Natural Resource
Development on the Flathead Indian
Reservation, Montana, 1904–1945
GARRIT VOGGESSER
November 2017 152pp
12 photos, map, index
9781934594193 PB £15.99
Salish Kootenai College Press

Presents the story of the Flathead
Irrigation Project and the Flathead
Lake Dam, two early twentiethcentury enterprises whose
consequences are still felt today
on the Flathead Reservation in
western Montana.

Practising CommunityBased Participatory
Research

Stories of Engagement,
Empowerment, and Mobilization
SHAUNA MACKINNON
February 2018 272pp
9780774880107 HB £72.00
UBC Press

This book presents stories about
CBPR from Manitoba Research Alliance projects in marginalized
communities. Joining experienced
researchers with new scholars and
practitioners, the stories describe
the impetus for the projects, their
implementation, and how CBPR is
still used within the community.

Limits to Decolonization

Indigeneity, Territory, and
Hydrocarbon Politics in the Bolivian
Chaco
PENELOPE ANTHIAS
March 2018 304pp
16 b&w halftones, 7 maps
9781501714368 PB £21.99
9781501714351 HB £76.00
Cornell Series on Land: New
Perspectives in Territory,
Development and Environment
Cornell University Press

Raises critical questions about the
role of maps and land titles in
indigenous struggles for
self-determination.

Racial Ecologies

EDITED BY LEILANI NISHIME &
KIM D. HESTER WILLIAMS

June 2018 288pp
11 b&w illus.
9780295743738 PB £23.99
9780295743714 HB £72.00
University of Washington Press

Grounded in an ethnic-studies
perspective, this interdisciplinary
collection illustrates how race
intersects with Indigeneity,
colonialism, gender, nationality,
and class to shape our
understanding of both nature and
environmental harm, showing how
and why environmental issues are
also racial issues.

Power and Progress on the
Prairie

Governing People on Rosebud
Reservation
THOMAS BIOLSI

March 2018 360pp
9781517900830 PB £23.99
9781517900823 HB £96.00
University Of Minnesota Press

Biolsi traces how a variety of governmental actors invented and applied ideas about modernity and
progress to residents and the land.
Through a series of case studies—
Biolsi examines how various problems came into focus for
government experts and how
remedies were devised.

Religious Revitalization
among the Kiowas

The Ghost Dance, Peyote,
and Christianity
BENJAMIN R. KRACHT

April 2018 354pp
8 photos, 3 illus., index
9781496204585 HB £60.00
University of Nebraska Press

Examines the historical and
sociocultural conditions that
spawned the new religions that
arrived in Kiowa country, as well as
Native and non-Native reactions to
them. Multiple sources reveal how
resilient the Kiowas were in the
face of cultural genocide between
1883 and 1933.

Power in the Telling

Grand Ronde, Warm Springs, and
Intertribal Relations in the Casino Era
BROOK COLLEY
FOREWORD BY DAVID G. LEWIS

April 2018 232pp
1 b&w illus, 7 maps
9780295743363 PB £23.99
9780295743356 HB £72.00
Indigenous Confluences
University of Washington Press

Through extensive interviews,
Colley offers Indigenous perspectives on intertribal conflict related
to tribal gaming, revealing how
casino economies affect the relationship between gaming tribes
and federal and state government.

Sharing Breath

Embodied Learning and
Decolonization
EDITED BY SHEILA BATACHARYA &
YUK-LIN RENITA WONG
February 2018 440pp
9781771991919 PB £37.00
OPEL
Athabasca University Press

Embodiment scholars suggest that
investigations into the profound
division created by privileging the
mind-intellect over the body-spirit
are integral to the project of decolonization. The contributors engage
thoughtfully with decolonization
and make a substantial, and sometimes unsettling, contribution to
critical studies in education.

The Right to be Cold

The Bungling Host

May 2018 368pp
9781517904975 PB £18.99
University of Minnesota Press

August 2018 558pp
46 figures, 16 tables, 4 maps
9781496206053 PB £32.00
9781496200877 HB £56.00
University of Nebraska Press

One Woman’s Fight to Protect the
Arctic and Save the Planet from
Climate Change
SHEILA WATT-COULTIER
FOREWORD BY BILL MCKIBBEN

Presents the human story of life on
the front lines of climate change,
told by a woman who rose from
humble beginnings to become
one of the most influential Indigenous environmental, cultural, and
human rights advocates in the
world.

The Omaha Language and
the Omaha Way

An Introduction to Omaha Language
and Culture
EDITED BY
MARK AWAKUNI-SWETLAND
August 2018 924pp
191 illus., 193 tables, 1 map, 3
photos, 19 figures
9780803211476 HB £60.00
University of Nebraska Press

Offers a linguistic foundation for
tribal members, students, scholars,
and laypersons, featuring Omaha
community lessons, the standard
Macy orthography, and UNL
orthography all under one cover.

The Nature of Indigenous Oral
Literature
DANIEL CLÉMENT
TRANSLATED BY PETER FROST

The Creator’s Game

The Inconvenient Indian

December 2017 368pp
58 photos
9780774836029 HB £75.99
UBC Press

February 2018 304pp
9781517904463 PB £12.99
University of Minnesota Press

Lacrosse, Identity, and Indigenous
Nationhood
ALLAN DOWNEY

A Curious Account of Native People in
North America
THOMAS KING

The Bungling Host motif appears
in countless indigenous cultures.
Clément gathers over four hundred North American variants of
the story to explore how myths
acquire meaning and how
seemingly absurd narratives can
prove to be a rich in meaning.

Lacrosse has been central to
Indigenous cultures for centuries,
but once non-Indigenous players
entered the sport, it became a site
of appropriation – then
reclamation – of Indigenous
identities. Downy focuses on the
history of lacrosse in Indigenous
communities from the 1860s to the
1990s.

Offers a deeply knowing, darkly
funny, unabashedly opinionated,
and utterly unconventional account
of Indian–White relations in North
America since initial contact. Both
timeless and timely, the book
rejects the pessimism and cynicism
with which Natives and Whites
regard one another to chart a way
forward for Indians and
non-Indians alike.

We Interrupt This Program

Who Controls the Hunt?

Yup'ik Words of Wisdom

Indigenous Media Tactics in Canadian
Culture
MIRANDA J. BRADY &
JOHN M.H. KELLY
June 2018 220pp
14 photos
9780774835091 NIP £24.99
UBC Press

Powerful and inspiring, this book
illuminates a new facet of
Indigenous sovereignty – the use
of media tactics to infuse Canadian
culture with Indigenous
perspectives and to raise political
and cultural consciousness in
Indigenous communities.

First Nations, Treaty Rights, and
Wildlife Conservation in Ontario,
1783-1939
DAVID CALVERLEY

Yupiit Qanruyutait, New Edition
EDITED BY ANN FIENUP-RIORDAN
TRANSLATED BY MARIE MEADE &
ALICE REARDEN

As sport hunting became more
popular, the value of Ontario’s
wildlife grew. Calverly examines
how the provincial wildlife conservation laws that emerged in response reconciled – or failed to
reconcile – First Nations treaty
rights and the power of the state.

This bilingual volume focuses on
the teachings, experiences, and
practical wisdom of expert orators
as they instruct a younger generation. In carefully crafted presentations, Yup’ik elders speak about
their “rules for right living”—which
illuminate the enduring
foundations of their culture today.

February 2018 224pp
1 map
9780774831338 HB £72.00
Nature | History | Society
UBC Press

April 2018 344pp
41 photos, 1 map, 1 glossary
9781496204974 HB £40.00
University of Nebraska Press

